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Dynamical spin-electric coupling in a quantum dot

L. S. Levitov1 and E. I. Rashba1,2,*
1Department of Physics, Center for Materials Sciences & Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
2Department of Physics, SUNY at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

~Received 30 September 2002; published 24 March 2003!

Due to the spin-orbital coupling in an anisotropic semiconductor quantum dot, a freely precessing electron
spin produces a time-dependent charge density. This creates a sizable electric field outside the dot, leading to
promising applications in spintronics. The spin-electric coupling can be employed for noninvasive single-spin
detection by electrical methods. We also consider a spin relaxation mechanism due to long-range coupling to
electrons in gates and elsewhere in the system, and find a contribution comparable to, and in some cases
dominant over, previously discussed mechanisms.
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Because of the spin-orbit~SO! interaction, a precessin
electron spin in a semiconductor produces a time-depen
oscillating electric field along with a magnetic field. Th
effect is weak in single molecules, because the SO coup
is small in the inverse Dirac gap 2mec

2'1 MeV. In semi-
conductors it is enhanced, since the SO splitting of the up
valence band (0.3 eV in GaAs, 0.9 eV in InSb! can reach or
even exceed the energy gap size. The SO effects are fu
reinforced by low symmetry,1 allowing for a strong coupling
of the electron spin to static and time-dependent elec
fields.

We propose to employ the electric field produced by
freely precessing electron spin in a quantum dot for non
vasive single-spin detection, which may have promising
plications in spintronics.2 A different idea, based on charg
transport through the dot, was put forward by Engel a
Loss.3 The spin-electric coupling considered below leads
novel physical effects, including a new mechanism of s
relaxation complementary to that discussed recently by K
etskii and Nazarov.4

Low symmetry is crucial for this. While in sphericall
symmetric systems, such as atoms, the SO-induced or
magnetization currents do not produce electric dipole
higher-multipole moments, in a less symmetric system
orbital currents can generate a time-varying electric field
companying spin precession. To clarify the underlying ph
ics and to simplify the calculations, we consider a quant
dot with highly anisotropic confinement, such as a dot c
ated within a quantum wire.

Electron confinement in such a system is highly ani
tropic. It is shallow along the wire~we call this directionx!
and tight in other directions~y and z!. Furthermore, we as
sume that the wire structure in the cross section lacks in
sion symmetry. The SO interaction arises in this case fr
two separate contributions: the confinement-enhanced
inversion assymmetry~BIA, Dresselhaus! and the structure
inversion asymmetry~SIA, Rashba!.5,6 The resulting SO in-
teraction, linear in the electron momentumk i x̂, can be writ-
ten asHSO5as•(n3k) with the vectorn perpendicular to
the wire. We choosen5 ẑ which gives HSO5as2 k̂ with
k̂52 i ]x. This form of SO interaction has been used f
dislocations7 and quantum wires.8 The total one-dimensiona
~1D! Hamiltonian is
0163-1829/2003/67~11!/115324~5!/$20.00 67 1153
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H05\2k̂2/2m* 1U~x!1as2k̂, ~1!

with U(x) the confining potential. For magnetic fields tran
verse to they axis, without loss of generality, we write th
Zeeman interaction asHZ52mBs3. ~For the field parallel
to the y axis the Zeeman and SO terms commute, and t
the spin-electric coupling is absent.!

We eliminateHSO from H0 by a canonical transformation
with a unitary matrix S5eis2x/2j. Here the lengthj
5\2/2m* a coincides with the characteristic size of th
Datta-Das device.9 The transformation shiftsk̂ by s2/2j and
moves the SO coupling to the Zeeman term:

H05\2k̂2/2m* 1U~x!2m* a2/2\2,

HZ52mB@s3cos~x/j!2s1sin~x/j!#. ~2!

For a weak magnetic field, the Zeeman term can be treate
a perturbation. In a symmetric potentialU(x)5U(2x), the
mean value of the second term inHZ vanishes and the spin
Hamiltonian projected onto two Kramers-conjugate sta
becomes diagonal:

Hn5^nuHZun&52mB^nucos~x/j!un&s3 , ~3!

wheren labels the orbital wave functionscn(x). The Zee-
man splitting in Eq.~3! depends on the SO couplinga.

For narrow-gapA3B5 quantum wells, the typical value
of a originating from SIA are about 1029 eV cm.10

However, larger values ofa up to 331029 eV cm
for In0.75Ga0.25As/In0.75Al0.25As heterojunctions11 and 6
31029 eV cm for In0.52Al0.48As/InxGa12xAs structures12

were reported more recently. Both experiment13 and theory14

indicate that the interface asymmetry makes an import
and maybe even dominant, contribution toa, which can be
varied by system design. Witha'631029 eV cm and
m* /m'0.05, we estimate the characteristic length scale
j'13 nm. The dependence ofHn on the SO coupling can
thus be significant for quantum dots of size comparable
©2003 The American Physical Society24-1
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larger thanj. ~In diffusive dots the SO effects are controlle
by the ratio of level spacing to the SO scattering spin-
rate.15!

Now we consider the time-dependent electric charge d
sity arising due to electron spin precession. It is given by
off-diagonal component in the spin element of the dens
matrix N↓↑

(n)(x,t)5e2 ivZ,ntN↓↑
(n)(x) with the nth orbital state

Zeeman frequencyvZ,n defined by Eq.~3!. Here

N↓↑
(n)~x!5^C̄n↓~x!uCn↑~x!&spin, ~4!

with Cns(x) the exact Zeeman-split Kramers-doublet spin
wave functions. The partial trace in Eq.~4! is taken over
spin. To the first order invZ one obtains

N↓↑
(n)~x!52mB (

n8Þn

cn~x!cn8~x!

En2En8
^n8usin~x8/j!un&, ~5!

and the corresponding dipole moment equals

Pn522emB (
n8Þn

^nux8un8&^n8usin~x9/j!un&
En2En8

~6!

~herex8 and x9 are integration variables!. To complete this
general discussion, let us consider free spin precession
le

-
s
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-
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quantum dot holding an odd number of electrons, one e
tron with unpaired spin at thenth level, with all lower states
En8,En fully filled. Taking an arbitrary superposition stat
for the spin configuration of the electron on thenth level, the
time-dependent dipole is

P~ t !5sinuPncos~vZ,nt1w!x̂

whereu is the angle between the magnetic field and the s
precessing around it. The quantitiesvZ,n andPn are given by
Eq. ~3! and Eq.~6!.

Now we focus on two practically interesting confineme
models: a square well with hard walls, describing a quant
wire segment, and a parabolic quantum dot. For a wire s
ment of lengthL, using sinusoidal standing wave states, t
Zeeman frequency~3! is

\vZ,n~g!52mB
p2n2sing

~p2n22g2!g
, g5L/2j, ~7!

with n>1. ~Zeros in the denominator do not cause dive
gence because of sing.! The electric dipole~6! is
Pn~g!52eL~mB/Dn! (
n82n5odd

~28/p4!~2n11!~nn8!2g cosg

~n22n82!3$@n21n822~2g/p!2#224~nn8!2%
, ~8!
g.
with Dn5En112En5(2n11)p2\2/2m* L2 the separation
between the energy levelsEn11 andEn . The sum, evaluated
exactly forn51 andg!1, gives

P15
152p2

8p2

mB

D1

L

j
eL. ~9!

This result is similar to the matrix element of electric-dipo
transitions in 3D donor centers.16 The two factors multiply-
ing the geometric dipoleeL in Eq. ~9! have the following
meaning. The factormB/D1!1 reflects that the matrix ele
ment ofx between two Kramers-conjugate states vanishe
B50 due to the time-reversal symmetry. The factorL/j
!1 makesP1 vanish at zero SO coupling. Despite the sm
factors, the electric dipole can still be much larger than
Bohr’s magnetonm5 1

2 e|C , where|C is the electron Comp-
ton length.

For a parabolic dot with a confining potentialU(x)
5mv2x2/2, the Zeeman frequency~3! is

\vZ,n~g2!52mBe2g2/2Ln~g2!, g25 1
2 ~x0 /j!2, ~10!

wheren>0, x05(\/mv)1/2, andLn are Laguerre polynomi-
als. Similar to Eq.~7!, the frequency~10! is a sign-changing
function of the SO couplinga, vanishing ata→`. The sum-
mation in Eq.~6!, performed exactly using harmonic oscilla
tor selection rules, gives
at

l
e

Pn~g2!5ex0~mB/\v!~2g2!1/2e2g2/2Ln~g2!. ~11!

For the ground state, the dipole moment~11! is similar toP1
of Eq. ~9! with x0 replacingL.

FIG. 1. Electric dipole of a Zeeman-split state vs SO couplin
The stateun& with n59 is used. The dipole~8! for a square well is
scaled by 1

3 eL(mB/D5); the dipole ~11! for a parabolic well is
scaled byex0(mB/\v).
4-2
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DYNAMICAL SPIN-ELECTRIC COUPLING IN A QUANTUM DOT PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115324 ~2003!
The dipole moments~8! and~11! for the two models~Fig.
1! behave as follows. For a square wellPn(g) has a peak a
g'pn of width dg.2p independent ofn. The peak is posi-
tive or negative depending on the parity ofn, with weak
oscillations on both sides. For a parabolic well the osci
tions of Pn(j) increase in amplitude asj21 up to g2'4n
and then abruptly disappear asPn(g2) drops.

The dependence of the dipole on the level number is q
interesting~Fig. 2!. For the square well, since the dipole~8!
peaks nearg5pn, Pn is large only for specific levels, while
for the harmonic potential it is a smooth oscillatory functi
of level number. This dramatic difference is explained
follows. In a square well each wave function is characteriz
by a specific wavelength, equal to 2L/n for the nth level,
while in a harmonic potential the wavelength is position d
pendent. The SO effect will be strong when the wavelen
matches the spatial period 4pj of the matrixeis2x/2j used to
gauge the SO interaction. Thus one expects the dipole
square well to be large for states with 2L/n54pj, which is
exactly the above conditiong5pn. In a harmonic potential
on the other hand, there should be no specific levels w
enhanced dipole.

A much stronger spin-electric coupling arises for no
Kramers states brought to degeneracy at the Zeeman en
mB matching the level separationEn2En8 . The spin-
electric coupling for SO-split avoided crossings of leve
with different orbital wave functions and opposite spin
different from that for a Zeeman split Kramers doublet. T
matrix element of electric dipole in this case does not con
the factor mB/D that appeared in Eq.~10! due to time-
reversal symmetry atB50. The SO-split level crossings i
small elongated dots were reported by Rokhinsonet al.17 and
in 2D dots by Folket al.18

For such a pair of statesucn↑&, ucn8↓& the energy
separation in the absence of the SO coupling isD
5En2En822mB. The avoided crossing of levels spl
by the SO matrix elementV is described bydE5(D2

14V2)1/2. The off-diagonal charge density matrix eleme
is

FIG. 2. Electric dipole scaled as in Fig. 1 vs level number.
11532
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nn8 ~x!5u1u2cn

2~x!1v1v2cn8
2

~x!, ~12!

where

u65@~dE6D!/2dE#1/2 ~13!

andv656u7 are the components of the two states parti
pating in the avoided crossing.~The quantitiescn , cn8 , and
V are real due to the absence of magnetic orbital coupling
D51.! Evaluating u1u252v1v25V/(D214V2)1/2 we
obtain

N12
nn8 ~x!5

V

~D214V2!1/2
@cn

2~x!2cn8
2

~x!#. ~14!

This charge density oscillates with frequencydE/\.
We note that the distribution~14! possesses a dipol

moment only for an asymmetric confining potentialU(x)
ÞU(2x), while the quadrupole moment Qnn8
5e*x2N↓↑

nn8(x)dx exists even for symmetric dots:

Qnn85
eV

~D214V2!1/2E x2@cn
2~x!2cn8

2
~x!#dx. ~15!

Near the resonanceD'V, the quadrupole momentQnn8 con-
tains no small factorsand is controlled by the integrand. Fo
a parabolic confinement potential,

Qnn85ex0
2~n2n8!V/~D214V2!1/2. ~16!

The factorex0
2n has the scale of the quadrupole moment

the nth quantum state. The enhancement of the electr
signal from a spin precessing between two non-Kramers
els resembles a similar effect for the electric-dipole s
resonance at acceptor centers.16

Electrical detection of a single-electron spin precessionis
attractive because of high sensitivity of electric
measurements.19 Moreover, electrical detection can be pe
formed locally, e.g., by a single-electron transistor20 ~SET! or
just by measuring the time-dependent potential induced
the gates around the dot holding spin.

To estimate the magnitude of the effect, we consider
electron in a square well defined in a quantum wire. T
potential at a distancer from the dot has the order of mag
nitudew(r )'P1 /er 2 with P1 given by Eq.~9!. For an esti-
mate, takingL520 nm, r 550 nm, e513, andL/j'1, we
obtain

w~r !'~mB/D1!30.1 mV. ~17!

The detection of a signal with the amplitude~17! oscillating
at the Zeeman frequency is certainly feasible.19

We expect a stronger effect in the two other situatio
considered above. In a parabolic dot21 the dipole is typically
larger than in a square well, mainly because of its smo
dependence on level number~Fig. 2!. In the case of non-
Kramers level crossing, the effect is enhanced due to
absence of the small factormB/Dn . The leading effect is
dipolar for asymmetric and quadrupolar for symmetric do
Although exact estimates are problematic because of a l
number of independent parameters, we expect the effec
4-3
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this case to be stronger than Eq.~17!. The electric signal
arising near avoided crossings can also be used to d
level intersections at constant charge in the Coulomb blo
ade regime.

If spin precession is excited by a resonant external fi
@electron spin resonance~ESR!#, care should be taken t
separate the spin-electric signal from the excitation. One p
sibility is to employ a pulsed ESR excitation and detect p
cession signal ‘‘ringing’’ after each pulse. Slow spin rela
ation times of up to few microseconds reported by Fujisa
et al.22 ~see also Ref. 2! will simplify the task.

Another possible way is to usethermal excitationof spin
precession, i.e., to work at relatively weak magnetic fie
1/t2!mB&kBT, with t2 the spin dephasing time. Sinc
both spin states, as well as their superpositions, are popu
in thermal equilibrium, no external ESR excitation is r
quired in this case. The spin-electric signal will give rise to
narrow band noise forming a peak of width 1/t2 at the Zee-
man frequency. The noise peak value is'w(r )t2

1/2. With
t251 m s we estimate the peak noise signal as (mB/D)
30.1 mV/Hz1/2.

A narrow-band noise of this form, with a peak atv
5vZ , was discovered experimentally by Manassenet al.23

in scanning tunneling microscope~STM! current detec-
ted near paramagnetic centers on Si surfaces. One can s
late, based on the above, that the SO-induced electric
modulates the tunnel barrier for STM current in vacuu
effectively turning the STM into a spin detector. A rece
explanation by Balatsky and Martin,24 also based on SO
coupling, predicts a current modulation ofdI /I}I , while
our mechanism remains effective even forI→0. Therefore,
these mechanisms can be easily distinguished experim
tally.

The spin-electric coupling discussed above leads toa new
mechanism of spin relaxationin a quantum dot surrounde
by metallic electrodes. The low-frequency electric field
the dipole P(t) penetrates inside the metal, where it c
transfer the excitation energy\vZ to the Fermi system. This
mechanism isdissipationlessbecause quasiparticles acqui
energy during passage near the surface and then dissip
somewhere far away.

The interaction takes place within the screening lengthr s
near the metal surface, where the screened potentia
w̃(z,r)52]zw(r)r se

2z/r s @herer andz are the coordinates
along and perpendicular to the surface, and]zw(r) is a nor-
mal derivative#. The spin relaxation rate can be found fro
the golden rule:

W5
e2

\ E E 2 ImK~vZ ,r1 ,r2!w̃~r1!w̃~r2!d3r1d3r2 ,

~18!

with K(vZ ,r1 ,r2) the two-point density correlator in th
metal andr[(z,r). A finite temperature adds the factor (
2e2\vZ /kBT)21. Below we considerkBT!\vZ .

In the case of specular boundary conditions on a m
surface, using the method of images, the correlatorK near
11532
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the surface can be related with that in the bulk:K125K12
1K128 , where 28 is a mirror image of the point 2. We the
rewrite Eq.~18! asW5(e2/\)(kuw̃(k)u2 Im K(vZ ,k). In a
clean metal, using ImK(v,k)5(p/2)nv/ukuvF , with n the
density of states,

W5
e2n

4\
vZE ~]zw!z50

2 d2rE S 2r s
2

11k2r s
2D 2

dk

vFuku

'~e2/hvF!ln~r /r s!~Prs /er2!2vZ . ~19!

The logarithm arises due to particles incident at small ang
that interact more strongly with the screened dipole field

For a diffusive metal, with K(v,k)52nDk2/(Dk2

2 iv), integrating over the normal component ofk, we ob-
tain

W5
e2nr s

4

2p2\D
E Im

ivZu]zw~q!u2

~q22 ivZ /D !1/2
d2q ~20!

.H ~Prs /r 2!2~vZ /D !1/2/\, vZ@D/r 2,

~Prs /r 2!2~vZr /D\!ln~D/r 2vZ!, vZ!D/r 2

~21!

~q is the parallel-to-surface component ofk!. We find that
diffusion enhancesW by the numberN of returns to the
surface during the coherence time, estimated asN
. min@(vZt)21/2,r / l #, with t and l the elastic mean free
time and path. These bounds restrict the diffusion time
vZ

21 and the displacement of diffusing quasiparticles to
distancer from the dot, respectively.

Estimating the relaxation rate~19! with the above param-
eter values, one hasW.(mB/D)231026vZ . Recently, elec-
tron spin relaxation due to coupling to fluctuating magne
fields4 and to nuclear spins25 was considered. Although a
direct numerical comparison is difficult due to a wide spre
of parameter values, Eq.~21! of Ref. 4 gives a number simi
lar to ours obtained formB/D.1022. In the case of non-
Kramers level crossing, due to the absence of the fa
mB/D, the electric mechanism can dominate. Generally,
electrical and magnetic spin relaxation rates depend on
ferent combinations of parameters and, therefore, should
considered as complementary mechanisms. We note also
the estimated spin relaxation time is long compared tovZ

21 ,
allowing for many cycles of free spin precession.

In summary, the SO-induced electric field around a fre
precessing spin can be employed for single-spin detectio
may also significantly contribute to spin relaxation. The
verse spin-electric effect is also of interest in view of sp
tronics applications. It can serve as a mechanism for in
pendent spin monitoring and control in different dots
local electric field sources.

This work is supported by the MRSEC Program of t
National Science Foundation under Grant No. DMR 9
08941 ~L.L.! and by DARPA/SPINS, Office of Naval Re
search Grant No. 000140010819~E.R.!.
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